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Notes from the Scribe: Horse
Buckhorn Skinners April Newsletter
2017 Squirrel Shoot
40th

Two Eagles winner
of the 2016
Schuetzenfest

The past few months have raced by with the workdays, the monthly Shoot and the
Buckhorn Skinners Annual Squirrel Rife Shoot, all were excellent events! Sorry to have
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missed the May Shoot. Thank you all to those who
attended, helped out and made the events successful.
Several Skinners met up for a major workday to help
Pat, Doug and Jan get the sprinklers repaired and relocated
on the property. A number of the sprinklers were broken
and tossed about the north and south fields in the wild
wind earlier in the year. Many thanks to the crew and their
participation, we could not have accomplished the heroic
job without the many hands.
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Come out and have
some fun with
Skinners

A group of Skinners met for breakfast at El Cielos on
the 15th and 16th to get calories for work and fun. The
range was in pretty good shape but needed the final prep
prior to the Squirrel Rife Shoot. Ray and Ron had repaired
the hooter down below and assessed the range. The hooter
on the hill had blown off the base and needed a big nudge
to get it lined up. We had 10 shooters on the hill, it was a
good turnout. Captain Smokin Toes led the shoot with
great set of targets and had us taking long shots at the 200
yrd gong. Deacon took the Grand Aggregate with a 159x,
followed by Bloody Muzzle with 139, Cumberland Jim 137
x, Captain Smoking Toes 131 and Two Eagles came in 5th at
97 2x. The rest of us got honorary mention-less!
It was great fun and prep got done for the squirrel
shoot. The meeting was called to order and Captain
Smokin Toes who was concerned about the coming bad
weather but figured that we would do “the best that we
could” and it was a bit late to pull the plug. Mother
Nature is a bit tricky in the springtime.
Prizes were collected and organized. The Marquis
was to be set up on Friday with crew of dedicated souls.
Skinners plan on coming out Saturday July 15 to set
up and camp. We will set up the Marquee later in the
afternoon. Please bring light refreshments to share.
Shooting will begin Sunday morning at 10 AM.

SCHUETZENFES
T ATTENDEES
AND GERMAN
REFRESHMENTS!
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